SUSPENSION SYSTEM

OPT- 0708 / OPT - 0910 / OPT- 1112 / OPT - 1314 / OPT - 1516

OptiMount Suspension System is a Pearl's exclusive mounting system which
enables you to get a maximum resonance out of the tom tom without causing any
pressure on hoops and tension bolts. This system should be mounted to the tom's
lug nut at 4 points so that the tom is hanged to resonate freely.

Instruction Manual

Congratulations on your purchase of a Pearl's OptiMount Suspension System.
Please read this Instruction Manual so you can enjoy the maximum performance
and long life from your OptiMount Suspension System.

OptiMount can be used for the
following types of tom toms.
・ 8"/5 Tension・10"/6 Tension
・12"/6 Tension・13"/6 Tension
・14"/8 Tension・15"/8 Tension
・16"/8 Tension
OptiMount is available in 5 different
types to meet each depth of toms.
7", 8"
・OPT-0708 (SS)
9", 10"
・OPT-0910 (S)
11", 12"
・OPT-1112 (M)
13", 14"
・OPT-1314 (L)
15", 16"
・OPT-1516 (LL)

Setting
1. Remove the hoop, tension bolts and a
drum head on
both sides
of tom
tom.

2. Loosen keybolts at both sides of the
OptiMount and extend the Extension
Bars to cover the necessary distance
from upper lug to lower lug of the tom
where the OptiMount
Upper Bracket
should be
mounted.

3. Place each bracket of the OptiMount
over the lug nut of each lug.
Lug Nut

Lug

Keybolt
Extension Bar

Lower Bracket

4. Slide the Rubber Cushions of upper
brackets and set them on lug nuts.
Then, the same process should be
done for lower Rubber Cushions and
brackets for lower lugs.

5. Clamp upper lugs and lower lugs with
brackets, and tighten keybolts.

6. Set the hoop, tension bolts and a
drum head on both sides again.
Now the OptiMount is mounted to
the tom.

Rubber Cushion

Causion ！

・OptiMout is available for each tom's depth. Use the suitable model. (see the chart above)
・When you set up toms with OptiMounts on a tom stand, be sure to check the OptiMounts are firmly locked to the toms.
・Setting or removing the OptiMounts should be done on the floor or on table safely.
・Be careful not to give too much pressure on tom toms which are mounted with OptiMounts.
Do not use OptiMounts for other purposes except for drum setting and drumming.
・Do not loosen the black bolts of Lower Brackets which are locked by an adhesive.
・Be careful not to hit the brackets of OptiMount. It may change the shape.
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